1.
Ladies and gentlemen .
I would like express my gratitude this possibilities to say more information
About me . I am sorry in advance !!! I may be use very offen ‐ my ,I , my : I ,
and so one ....it is nominating round , at the first time in my life too , sorry
!!!!/////I don't want to offend anybody ///////
My name is Tatiana Eremina , I am from Russia . My military rank is colonel
. My academic degree is Professor .
I have been working for about 25 years in Russian Ministry of Emercom. I
thought about 5 thousands officiers .
I am responsible for research work in 6 directions :
‐ evacuation ;
‐ rescue for children ; ‐ estimation of fire resistance limit for construction ; ‐
development of national standards for building and constructions ;
‐ floor covers ;
‐ historical buildings ;
‐ and new project of Emercom " safe city ".
I proud of my work ,because as I know not so much women who achieve
some results in career .
/////////////////////////////////////////

I am president of non commercial organization . This is only organization
women's organization in CTIF .
Dear President !!
Do you know how many women are participating in CTIF ?
My friends , are you agree , that is very important question in gender policy
. CTIF could be first organization in the World informing society by websites
and media about quantity women ‐ in each CTIF event.
I hope from this meeting our commission will analyze quantity of women .
My dear colleagues are you agree ? ((((We may do it !!!)))
I would like remind you about the project "Women in Fire and Rescue
service ".
This project was announced in Bergen , Norwey , by Russian initiative in
2011 .
((Ruzica do you remember ? I met each other in this event .))

2.

I am active member of CTIF for about 15 years .
All my informal conversations are devoted to
project " Women in fire and Rescue service ".
Almost all member ‐ countries supported this project ( Italy , Luxembourg,
France,...

3.
Bulgaria , Belorussia , ,Lituanea ,Estonia , Latvia . Rumania ,Hungary .

4.
I would like thankful you for your support . The first meeting was held in
very emotional atmosphere . It was the first time when women have
opportunity to discuss sincerely problems in
job . It was really unusual moment .

5.

At the assembly in Bratislava I informed all members of CTIF about the first
steps of our activity and presented the the first publication , which was
published by my organization " Women for Safety ".
This publication was attracted more countries to join us ‐ Japan , Rummunia ,
Finland .
3 d meeting took place in Serbia , it was very cordial meeting thanks
to Ruzica .

6.

Key point of 4 th meeting in France was ((presentation ))of the first version
of survey prepared by Lena and Mona .
Key point of 5 th . meeting In Finland ,we come to conclusion to be
commission . It was successful decision !!
((((And adopted survey in part of how many questions had to be , and
which questions had to be rewritten . . )))

7.

Key point of 6 .th meeting was International conference , which was
organized on high level by Japanese Fire fighters . ((Association Japanese
organization themselves published the second issue about activity women in
the world ))
The main point of this Joined meeting was presented " Appearl ".
May I remained you . This Appearl ‐ not only for commission , this for all
women in the World !! We are women , mothers , We must work to prevent
fire , any disasters , terroristic acts .
I was victim in terroristic act . It happened in 2009 ,on 27 of November, on
the realway with the " Newsky express " speed train , in direction from
Moscow and St.‐Petersburg .!! About 100 victims ...Could you image about
my mood , but I was supported by psychologists from Russian Emercom.
((Welcome to Russian Psychologists .))
After few moth , when I recovered .
I understood , that is my mission to spread my " experience ", and spread
women's abilities!!! ((((I do any health program to help women to prolong
their live . )))
We are women of CTIF , we are here to organized our work successfully and I
would like to attract attention of all society in the World .
I would like emphases this suggestions .
We are in CTIF to promote not only new Project , we promote new position
women in the world and extend of possibilities CTIF too !!

8.

9.

I mean in this project we combine women's roll with professional and
personal activity .

10.

11.

12.

I would like to present my new project , which was adopted by Russian
National Commetty .
((This book ‐ " vital " book could be persistently.))

13.

I would like to present my work plans:
My ambitions to continue work as chair because :
‐ I am good organizer with big potentials ;
‐I start up new project in CTIF " Women in fire and rescue service "in 2011;
‐ I have reach experience ; I present schedule for future work , I always achieve
results;
‐ There is new project : reference book " description jobs ..." . This book will be
useful for cooperation with all commissions of CTIF .
‐ our commission can organize meetings on different levels , web ‐ conferences
webinars about different kinds of profession " Women in Fire and rescue service (
fire ‐ fighters , philologist, investigators ) with others organizations in the world .
‐ our Comission could be collaborated with gender department of UNO ( United
nation organization );
‐ I believe in our abilities firmly : we ‐ women can do everything !!
I believe my skills , my successful work in team , and organizational ability ,
productive results of " Women in fire and rescue service " Commission would be
really appreciate during election .

14.

Thank you for your attention!

